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Insulation Station

Determine the 
Best Insulation 
to Keep Ice Cubes 
From Melting.

Insulation in the home is 
used for different purposes 
in different parts of the 
country. In warmer climates, 
insulation keeps the cool 
air in and the hot air out; 
in cooler climates it has 
the opposite effect. The 
purpose of insulation is to 
slow down the conduction 
of heat from one side of a 
wall to the other. 

• large pitcher
• water
• several insulating materials (shredded paper, 

bubble wrap, cardboard, packing peanuts, 
sponges, cotton balls, small scraps of fabric)

For each small group
• 2 ice cubes
• 1 graduated cylinder (50 mL or larger)
• plastic wrap
• 2 large paper cups
• scissors
• ruler
• tape (masking or clear)
• paper and pencil
• 1 incandescent lightbulb, 120 watt
• 1 work light with clamp (or desk lamp capable 

of holding a 120  watt bulb)
• 1 stopwatch or clock

SMART START
Prepare one paper cup testing station to display as an example. Create a panel of insulation by cutting 
off the top (approximately 3 cm) of a paper cup and filling with one of the test materials. Use the plastic 
wrap to cover and keep the material in place and secure with tape. Place the “insulation panel” inside 
the top of a second whole cup (testing cup). Once the group has seen this sample, remove the test 
material and use this testing station as the control with no insulation. 

Fill a large pitcher with water and allow it to reach room temperature. 

1. Question. Divide the youth into small groups,5 and introduce the idea of insulation. Have them 
brainstorm different materials that might provide good insulation for different needs1 (housing, 
clothing, food storage, etc.). Deliver the SciGirls® Challenge: How can you keep ice cubes in a cup 
from melting? 

You'll Need
1 Hour

BE ECO-FRIENDLY!  
Reduce, reuse, 
recycle, and 
compost activity 
materials whenever 
possible!
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2. Design the experiment. Show your example paper cup testing 
station and ask the youth to choose one material to test. 
Explain to the youth that they’ll put water and ice cubes inside 
the cup to create a temperature difference, then cover the ice 
water with their insulation panels. Encourage the youth to think 
about the different factors that may affect the outcomes of their 
experiment

2
 (the number of layers of insulation, thickness of the 

insulation panel cut from the paper cup, placement of the lamp 
above the cup, etc.).

Watch the SciGirls test different insulating materials in     
Insulation Station  (Insulation Testing.) 

3. Test. Prepare and label the test cup with the type of material 
used. Have the youth pour 50 mL of room temperature water 
into the testing cup and add two ice cubes. Now, place the cup a 
set distance away from the lamp, turn the lamp on, and let it sit 
for 20 minutes. 

4. Analyze. When the time is up, have the youth remove the 
insulation and any remaining ice cubes, and then use the 
graduated cylinder to measure the amount of water in each cup. 
Ask the youth to record their measurements and subtract the initial 
volume (50 mL) from the final volume. 

5. Share. Have groups come together and share their results. 
Which insulation worked the best? What evidence supports your 
conclusion?

2
 How do you think good insulation would affect a 

home? Bad insulation? 

Watch the SciGirls learn about a solar house in 
Insulation Station (Mentor Moment).6

Challenge 
Stereotypes

Introduce youth to diverse 
role models to help counter 

stereotypes.4,6 Shengyin 
Xu is an institutional 

sustainability specialist who 
evaluates energy, water, 

waste, and resource use for 
the Minnesota Historical 

Society. She identifies ways 
to reduce consumption and 
cost. Also an architect, she 

worked on the design of 
an energy-efficient, solar-

powered house for the 
University of Minnesota in 

the 2009 
Solar Decathlon. 


